But survey research has its own dynamics and the very nature of ny data led to an analysis in terns of various theories of relative deprivation, equity, exchange, cognitive dissonance and bargaining theory. A common denoninator of these theories is that they try to explai.n how individuafs experience social situations artd how they will act or re-act in exchange and interaction relationships. And nost of these theories are formulated in just the a-historical abstract manner, I have criticized in the previous paragraph. As these strands of theory energed in the course of writing this book. I hras therefore forced to re-examine the relatlonships between these nore or less forrnalized nicro-theoretical approaches and nore historical macro-sociological approaches to the study of societies. This resulted in a separate chapter entitled 'Social Stratification and Social Co-ordination'.
Briefly, I would like to touch on the question why a survey approach nas chosen. At the beginning of this proiect I was confronted with a nultitude of possible approaches to the study of how people experience and react to incorne inequality. Anong the approaches considered were: case studies of specific confficts about the income distributio.,l4), crosscountry analyses of social indicators15), hi"to.icalstudies of changes in income inequa-Lity, redistributive pol-icies and sociaf conflictsl6), meso-1eve1 studies within organizations of the infl-uence of salary structures on productivity, morale, absenteism, strike activity .t".17) Norr" of these approaches is essentially superior to the others. In deliniting the population, the following considerations have played a role:
-In spite of the increase j-n unenploynent, the actively working population is still the group with the greatest weight in our political system. The nodern econony is extrenely vulnerable to industrial action. Menbers of the active labour force are far rnore effective as pressure groups, than other groups in Dutch society. Therefore, it is especially i.nteresting to find out to what extent people in the active labour force are satisfied or dissatisfied with the distribution of incomes.
-The discussion of distributive pollcy also refers to its consequences for the working of the labour market and of the economic system as a whole. In this respect the attitudes of nenbers of the actively working population are again of particular interest.
Younger people are usually less involved in their work and in their professional careers, than adults. They tend to have different interests, life styles and deviating ideas about incones and financial requirements.
The same holds for people over 6! compared with people under pension age.
The choice for the criterion of full-tine employment -defined as working more than 24 hours a week -is determined by similar considerations.
People working part-tine are usually less invol-ved in the world of work than people working ful1-tine. Often part-tiners are nembers of households in which there is more than one income recipient. They will tend to have deviating attitudes towards income and its distribution, In chapter I an attempt is made to situate the empirical study of attitudes towards income inequality within the context of general theoretical debates in sociology. Social stratification and sociaf co-ordination are identified as basic dinenslons of sociological analysis.
Theories of social order are discussed in terns of these two dimensions.
Chapters 4 and 5 are devoted to description and empirical analysis of the data on attitudes toh'ards incone inequality. An important conclusion drawn in these chapters is, that nenbers of the active l-abour force in the Netherlands are characterized by a strong preference for a more egalitarian distribution of incomes. But, this conclusion is qualified because of inconsistencies which can be identified in individuals' attitudes towards incone inequality.
Chapter 6 attenpts to give an interpretation of what is denoted as the 'ethic of equalizationagainst the background of long-run changes in the industrialized countries, Using the franework developed in chapter three, the rise of the ethic of equalization is related to long tern processes of social differentiation.
In chapter I the focus shifts fron attitudes towards income inequality to the satisfaction people derive from their own incone. 
